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More than just coffee: trends within the
market come with opportunities for business
Background
Approximately 2.25 billion cups of coffee in different varieties are
consumed on a daily basis worldwide. Coffee is the world’s most
popular drink and coffee beans are among the most treasured raw
materials.
User preferences and trends have a huge impact on the ways in
which coffee is prepared, and inadvertently also on how much
coffee is sold.
Coffee pads and capsules have seen massive growth in recent
years. Furthermore, organic and fare trade coffee, as well as artisan
and specialty coffee, have added new dimensions for consumers
and distributors alike. These days retail prices for coffee products
vary greatly, depending on the quality and the demand for a
certain coffee product.
Coffee is a prime example of how important it is for brands,
marketers and sellers to take trends and consumer preferences
serious. To fully understand the market for hot drinks, also means
to fully embrace its potential.
This whitepaper provides insight on growth within the market
for coffee, compares consumption in select countries and
identifies coffee drinker preferences.

More at Statista.com
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The bean is booming: the market for coffee
is ever-growing
Key Takeaways
1. Hot drinks market grows strongly – bountiful market driver is
coffee

2. Revenues show an upward trend – in spite of coffee
consumption remaining stable
3. Fins may drink the most amount of coffee – but less instant
coffee than US consumers
4. A third of US consumers feels coffee is a ‚Pick-me-up‘ – few
want to drink less
5. To the vast majority coffee is more than just a beverage coffee brings joy
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Hot drinks market grows strongly – bountiful
market driver is coffee
Growth
Per capita spending and growth in US$ between
2010 and 2015¹

Distribution within the hot drinks market, by drink
type in 2015
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1: CAGR = Compound Annual Growth Rate
Source: Statista Consumer Market Outlook 2017
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Revenues show an upward trend – in spite of
coffee consumption remaining stable
Growth
Worldwide¹ coffee spending and growth in US$
between 2010 and 2015

Worldwide coffee consumption in billion kg in 2015
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1: Worldwide refers to markets covered by the Statista Consumer Market Outlook
Source: Statista Consumer Market Outlook 2017
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Finns may drink the most amount of coffee –
but less instant coffee than US consumers
Country comparison
Top 5 countries and select countries with the highest coffee consumption per capita in 2015 in kg
Finland 2%

98%

Sweden

11%

The Netherlands

12%

Denmark

89%

18%

7.80

96%

15%

59%

8.42

82%
7.17

85%

United States
9%
(Rank 20)
United Kingdom
(Rank 29)

8.93

88%

Norway 4%
Germany
(Rank 7)

9.94

91%
41%

5.86
3.56

1.61
Instant coffee

Source: Statista Consumer Market Outlook 2017

Roast coffee
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A third of US consumers feels coffee is a
‚Pick-me-up‘ – few want to drink less
Consumer View
I would like to drink less coffee

I have a hard time to get going without coffee in
the morning¹

42%

34%

19%

4%

7%

7%

1: N=2,714 consumers within the United States, the United Kingdom and Germany that drink coffee at least occasionally
Source: Statista Consumer Market Outlook 2017
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To the vast majority coffee is more than just
a beverage - coffee brings joy
Consumer View
Drinking coffee is pure pleasure to me¹

61%

59%

46%

1: N=2,714 consumers within the United States, the United Kingdom and Germany that drink coffee at least occasionally
Source: Statista Consumer Market Outlook 2017
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About the Consumer Market Outlook
16 markets, 49 segments, 29 countries
Contact

Further data
This report showcases insights from the Statista Hot Drinks
Report that provides comprehensive data on tea, coffee and
cocoa.
Further data on current developments within key markets of the
consumer market are provided by Statista’s Consumer Market
Outlook.
These are currently available for the following 16 markets within 29
countries: alcoholic drinks, alcohol-free drinks, hot drinks, food,
tobacco products, home and laundry care, clothes, footwear,
eyewear, accessories, toys and games, consumer electronics,
household appliances and furniture.
The Consumer Market Outlook is available at Statista.com for
customers with corporate and enterprise accounts.
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